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Abstract. We propose and define a new primitive, collaborative verifiable delay functions (coVDFs),
an extension to VDFs allowing multiple parties to jointly compute a publicly verifiable delay, whilst
encapsulating a personal input from each party. These personal inputs can contain information such as
a hash of a bid in an auction, or some public identifier of the solving party. We highlight the differences
between the single-party and the multi-party settings, and discuss some applications facilitated by the
additional properties offered by coVDFs.
We formalise this new primitive, as well as the relevant security properties, and we introduce the notions
of robustness and traceability, which mitigate adversarial behaviour arising from the introduction of
multiple parties. We propose two candidate constructions: the first is an extension of Wesolowski’s
VDF construction from EUROCRYPT 2019, relying on repeated squaring in a finite abelian group.
We prove that this extension satisfies the traceability property, however it is not robust. Our second
construction is based on the hashgraph protocol proposed by Baird in 2016, and involves each of the
n parties repeatedly implementing a gossip protocol to one another and computing a hash each time
they do. The construction results in every party producing a copy of the same graph, and is robust,
meaning it runs correctly, in the presence of up to n/3 malicious parties.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, the rapid growth of distributed ledger technology has fuelled research into proving
effort has been expended. The most well-known case is the proof of work system used by Bitcoin [31],
among other blockchains. However, this resource-intensive design has received widespread criticism
due to its vast energy consumption and the associated impact on climate change [37]. Alternative,
more energy efficient methods of showing that computational effort has been expended have been
proposed [29, 14, 22, 13], among them verifiable delay functions (VDFs) [11, 16, 17, 12].

VDFs, first formalised in [11] in 2018, have quickly become a very active research area [38, 32,
17, 24]. They are used to show that some amount of clock time has elapsed, by running a sequential
algorithm resistant to massive parallelisation: regardless of how many cores each participant has
access to, they must be able to reach the same solution at approximately the same time. VDFs
enable a variety of applications including building resource efficient blockchains, public randomness
beacons and timestamping mechanisms [14, 24, 11].

More formally, a VDF consists of a triple of algorithms, Setup, Eval and Verify. Setup takes
security parameter λ and delay parameter t, and outputs public parameters which specify how
to compute and verify the VDF. Eval takes an input and the public parameters, and provides
an output y and a proof π. Verify uses π to efficiently verify that y is the correct output for x,
implying that t steps have been calculated. A VDF must be sequential, efficiently verifiable, and
have a unique output for any input. The sequentiality property links this computation to wall-clock
time, by requiring that each step of the computation relies on the output of the previous step.
This prevents the entire computation being parallelised, and is how a delay is achieved. Uniqueness



ensures that work from one VDF instance cannot be re-used in another computation to circumvent
the delay.

In this work, we extend VDFs to a group setting and define a collaborative verifiable delay
function (coVDF), where n parties jointly compute the delay function. We additionally allow each
party to embed a personal input into the computation. This gives the primitive additional func-
tionality, allowing the delay to be utilised in a wider array of settings. A personal input can be
a commitment to a vote or a bid, or it could be some public information showing the age of a
document, or an indicator of how much work has been contributed by a single party.

Furthermore, our new primitive allows us to take a VDF application such as timestamping
and ‘batch’ it, allowing multiple parties to timestamp documents together in a way that is either
synchronised or sequential. That is, we can either show multiple documents to all be the same age,
or obtain an ordering of such documents, where documents are added incrementally. We discuss
applications in greater detail in Section 1.2.

1.1 Related Work

VDFs were first introduced by Boneh et al. in 2018 [11], motivated by applications in decentralized
systems, such as public randomness beacons, leadership elections in consensus protocols, and time-
stamping.

Three candidate VDF schemes were proposed soon after [38, 32, 17], based on repeated squaring
in a group of unknown order, and on isogenies over elliptic curves. An intuitive approach to building
a coVDF could be to use a single-party VDF and split the work between each of the n solvers. In
practice, this is not necessarily easy as output proofs also need to be split, and some method is
required to add personal inputs into the protocol. In Section 3, we show that this intuition does
work in specific cases, and, in particular, we extend Wesolowski’s VDF [38] to a coVDF, giving a
concrete instantiation from repeated squaring.

In EUROCRYPT 2020, Ephraim et al. introduced the notion of a continuous VDF (cVDF) [16],
defined as a VDF which can be verified at regular intervals rather than at the end of the compu-
tation. This allows standard VDF applications such as timestamping or providing a randomness
beacon to be outsourced, and also allows for another party to take over the computation at any
verification point. Whilst cVDFs are similar to (a specific class of) coVDFs, the key difference is
that coVDFs allow users to include a personal input, enabling more functionalities.

Extending a VDF to a multi-user setting can be seen as closely related to Multi-Party Com-
putation (MPC), which allows evaluation of an arbitrary function on private inputs from multiple
parties without revealing the inputs [33]. In a coVDF, a group of parties jointly provide a set of
private inputs, with a computational timestamp and proof of effort associated with the primitive’s
computation. One typical application of secure MPC is blind auctions, which we discuss in the next
section as a potential application of coVDFs.

1.2 Applications of a coVDF

We next explore some use cases of coVDFs, distinguishing between two distinct classes of coVDFs,
namely sequential and parallel, for which we provide a formal definition (Definition 2) in Section
2. Intuitively, in a sequential coVDF parties provide their personal input at various stages in the
computation, while parallel coVDFs require parties to provide their personal input at the same
time, i.e., at the beginning of the computation. This leads to separate applications arising in each
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setting, which we expand upon next.

Applications of sequential coVDFs. In a sequential coVDF, parties take turns to calculate
their part of the computation, before passing it on to another party to continue.

Sequential coVDFs can find a natural application in the setting of collaborative work. Consider
an entity such as an employer or teacher, who wants a group (such as employees or students) to
complete some collaborative activity, which requires effort from all parties, but each part of this
activity relies on the previous one being completed. In such a scenario, the use of a sequential coVDF
can be used to provide evidence that the work has been done by each party, as well as providing
the next party the required information to start their task. Alternatively, a coVDF can be used by
a group of parties as a proof of expended effort, in return for access to some resource owned by a
company. In particular, this can be done by parties who can only expend effort at certain times, for
example at night when electricity is cheaper [5, 21]. Upon verification, the company can then use
this computation to implement a randomness beacon. In Appendix A, we outline how to achieve
this using our sequential coVDF construction from Section 3.

Applications of parallel coVDFs. Using a parallel coVDF, n parties each submit a personal
input, and together calculate a delay on this set of inputs. The knowledge that all parties submitted
these inputs together, and before some particular event, can be useful in various settings. The
example we focus on is decentralised blind auctions.

In a blind auction, each party submits a sealed bid, such that no bidder knows the bid of
any other participant. The party with the highest bid wins the auction, and pays the price they
submitted for the goods [15]. Blind auctions have been subject to recent study in the decentralised
setting, for example [19] and [2] propose auctioneer-free sealed-bid protocols, using smart contracts
on Ethereum and multi-party computation, respectively. However, in schemes such as those listed
above, parties post their bids on a public bulletin board. The drawback of this is that those who
bid later have knowledge of how many bids have been submitted, which can be construed as an
advantage over those who bid first. This can also mean that bidders bid higher: when bidders
have constant absolute risk aversion, the expected selling price in such auctions is higher when the
bidders do not know how many other bidders there are, compared with when they do know this
[30]. These two points provide an argument that an auction where all parties know n is fairer for
the bidders.

coVDFs can be used to instantiate fair, blind auctions in a decentralised setting, in such a way
that no private communication channels are required and all results are publicly verifiable. Running
a coVDF will give each party an opportunity to bid simultaneously, whilst knowing n, and hence
providing a fairer system. In Section 4, we provide a construction for a parallel coVDF, and in
Appendix A, we show explicitly how our construction can be used in the context of blind auctions.

1.3 Our contributions

In this paper we propose and formally define a collaborative VDF, a primitive in which a fixed
number of parties n take an external input and a personal input and spend a certain amount
of time t computing an output, using sequential calculations. Once this computation has been
completed, it can be verified as correct by anybody in time O(polylog(t)). We define the security
notions of correctness, soundness and sequentiality for coVDFs.
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When moving to a trustless multi-party setting, one must consider malicious parties who wish to
abort the protocol in order to learn some information [1, 27]. To mitigate this problem, we introduce
two properties: traceability - which allows malicious parties to be identified and removed from the
protocol, allowing a successful rerun; and robustness - capturing the idea that the protocol still
runs correctly even when some fraction of n is malicious. We model these properties formally in
the context of our new primitive.

We propose two constructions: for our first construction, we show how to adapt an existing
single-party VDF scheme [38], which is based on repeated squaring in a group of unknown order,
to the multi-party setting. We describe a method for obtaining traceability, and prove its security.

Our second construction is based on gossip and sequential hashing, and satisfies robustness. For
this construction we borrow techniques from the hashgraph consensus protocol proposed in [3] 1.
Each hash, known as an event, is recorded in a graph. The n solvers repeatedly implement a gossip
protocol [9], in which they “gossip about gossip”: each time a party gossips to another, they tell
the receiving party all the new events that they became aware of since the last sync between the
two parties. The receiving party creates an event to represent this new sync, by hashing the most
recent event from both parties. In this process, information spreads exponentially quickly through
the n solvers, and each party ends up with a graph that is consistent with all other parties. We use
the techniques of [3] to ensure that all parties obtain a copy of the same graph, and to show that
our construction is robust, providing we have a 2/3 honest majority.

2 coVDFs: Definitions and Security Properties

A collaborative verifiable delay function (coVDF) allows users to jointly compute a delay, with the
option of embedding a personal input. We begin by providing a formal definition for coVDFs, before
categorising constructions as sequential or parallel. We define a coVDF, as well as the properties
of correctness, soundness and sequentiality using syntax which covers both of these cases.

Notation In what follows, we refer to two different types of input for each party: We denote the
external input of party i by ci, which is the standard input used to run the computation. This may
come from another solving party, or from the third party who generates the instance. In particular,
c0 is the seed used at the start of each instance, and this should be generated independently of all
solving parties. We denote by xi the optional personal input as described in Section 1.2. We use
N to refer to the set of all n solving parties. Additionally, we use H to denote a collision resistant
hash function.

Definition 1 (coVDF). A collaborative verifiable delay function V = (Setup, Eval, Verify) con-
sists of the following triple of algorithms, implemented by an initiator, n solvers, and a verifier:

Setup(λ, t, n)→ pp = (ek, vk) is ran by the initiator, taking a security parameter λ, delay param-
eter t, and the number of solvers n as inputs. Setup returns the following public parameters: an
evaluation key ek and the corresponding verification key vk. Where appropriate, the public param-
eters also specify the input space X and the output space Y.

1 Baird introduced the Hashgraph in 2016 as a fair, fast consensus protocol. It has since been used as the basis for
a cryptocurrency, Hedera Hashgraph [4].
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Eval(ek, ci, xi)→ (yi, πi) is an algorithm run by each solver, in which the solvers take an evaluation
key ek, some external input ci ∈ X , and a possibly empty personal input xi ∈ X . Each solver then
outputs yi ∈ Y and a (possibly empty) proof πi. The time taken for all solvers to run Eval, each
using at most O(poly(t, λ)) processors, must be at least t.

Verify(vk, X, Y,Π) → {(Yes, aux), (No, aux)} is an algorithm running in time O(polylog(t), λ, n),
which takes the verification key vk, along with a set of inputs X = ({ci}i∈R, {xi}i∈S), a set of
outputs Y = {yi}i∈U , and a set of proofs Π = {πi}i∈V , where R,S, U, V are each a subset of
the n solving parties. Verify then outputs Yes or No, along with some (possibly empty) auxiliary
information aux.

On comparison of our definition with that of the single-party case given in [11], one can see
that the latter is a special case of the former. The multi-party definition contains the following
additional information: the number of solvers n, an optional personal input xi, and some optional
auxiliary information, aux. Let n = 1, and remove the optional values of xi and aux. Upon observing
that each set X,Y,Π will contain at most a single element in the single-party case, we have an
equivalent definition to that of [11].

In proposing this new primitive, we differentiate between two classes of coVDFs, sequential and
parallel, distinguished as follows.

Definition 2 (Sequential vs Parallel coVDFs). A collaborative verifiable delay function is
sequential if the external input of each solver (excluding the first) depends on the output of a
previous solver. If all parties share a common, fixed external input, we instead say it is parallel.
For a sequential construction we require that the first solver take some fixed external input. We
refer to this, as well as the common external input in the parallel case, as the seed c0.

A coVDF, whether sequential or parallel, must satisfy correctness, soundness and sequentiality,
as well as being unique and efficiently verifiable.

2.1 Correctness, Soundness and Sequentiality

We provide formal security definitions in the widely adopted framework of provable security, which
allows for formal security proofs [35]. We start by defining correctness for a coVDF, which ensures
that if the computation is performed correctly, then Verify will output Yes with overwhelming
probability. We present the correctness game in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Correctness Game

pp = (ek, vk)
R←− Setup(λ, t, n)

Setup is ran by the initiator

for i in 1:n do
(yi, πi)← Eval(ek, ci, xi)

All solving parties run the Eval algorithm

{Yes, No} ← Verify(vk, X = {c0, x1, · · · , xn}, Y = {y1, · · · , yn}, Π = {π1, · · · , πn})
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Definition 3 (Correctness). A collaborative VDF is correct if for any pp there exists a negligible
function in λ, negl(λ) such that the Correctness Game in Figure 1 outputs Yes with probability at
least 1−negl(λ).

While correctness implies an honest evaluation overwhelmingly outputs Yes upon verification,
the soundness property ensures that an incorrect evaluation of the protocol will not verify with
overwhelming probability. We model this formally in Figure 2.

In the soundness game, the adversary, on input the public parameters, outputs a subset of
parties M to subvert. They provide a personal input xj and an external input cj for each party in
M . Our model is generic enough to capture both the sequential and parallel setting, where cj is the
output of solver j − 1 or a fixed input, respectively. The adversary wins the game if Verify outputs
Yes, for a false evaluation.

Definition 4 (Soundness). A collaborative VDF is sound if for any PPT adversary A there exists
a negligible function in λ, negl(λ), such that A cannot win the Soundness Game with probability
greater than negl(λ).

Figure 2 Soundness Game

pp
R←− Setup(λ, t, n)

Setup is ran by the initiator.

M ⊆ N ← A(pp)
Adversary outputs a subset M of parties to subvert

For j ∈M : (cj , xj)← A
Adversary outputs an external and personal input for each subverted party.

For j ∈M : (yj , πj)←− A(pp, cj , xj)
Adversary produces output and proof.

A wins if Yes← Verify(vk, {c0, x1, · · · , xn}, {y1, · · · , yn}, {π1, · · · , πn}) ∧ (yj , πj) 6= Eval(ek, cj , xj), for any j ∈M

Finally, we formalise the sequentiality property to capture how resistant a scheme is to par-
allelisation: an adversary with vast parallel resources should be able to evaluate the function no
faster than αt, for some α ∈ (0, 1), close to 1.

In our game, shown in Figure 3, an adversary is given the public parameters for precompu-
tation, before choosing an index j to subvert. The adversary produces a personal input, and an
external input for party j. Using these, along with the preprocessing Z, the adversary attempts to
replicate the correct output of Eval. A wins the game if this can be achieved, and security relies on
precomputation and parallelisation providing a negligible speed up.

Definition 5 (Sequentiality). Take any pair of randomised algorithms A0 and A1, where A0 runs
in time O(poly(t, λ)), and A1 runs either in time α(t) (for a parallel construction) or α(t/n) (for
a sequential construction). We call a coVDF (p, α)-sequential if for any adversary A = (A0,A1),
there exists a negligible function in λ, negl(λ), such that the Sequentiality Game cannot be won by
A with probability greater than negl(λ) on at most p processors.
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Figure 3 Sequentiality Game

pp
R←− Setup(λ, t, n)

Setup is ran by the initiator.

(Z, j, cj , xj)
R←− A0(pp)

Adversary preprocesses based on pp, and outputs an index j, an external input cj and a personal

input xj.

(yj , πj)←− A1(Z,pp, cj , xj)
Adversary produces output and proof.

A wins if (yj , πj) = Eval(ek, cj , xj).

Uniqueness and Efficient Verification. Additionally, a coVDF should satisfy uniqueness, and
be efficiently verifiable. Similarly to a VDF [11], a coVDF satisfies uniqueness if the output of any
one instance of a coVDF cannot be mangled into another, circumventing the delay. For a coVDF to
have practical applications, a time gap is required between Eval and Verify. We define verification
to be efficient if it runs in time O(polylog(t), λ, n), where t is the time taken for all parties to run
Eval. This is incorporated in Definition 1.

The properties we have presented above correspond to those required in a single-party VDF
(cf. [11]). However, the presence of multiple parties introduces further security concerns, since some
parties may not act honestly. As clock time is intrinsic to coVDFs and their applications, protocol
aborts can be damaging. As such, we next define the additional properties of traceability and
robustness, which help to prevent such aborts.

2.2 Security in a Trustless Setting

When used by a group of mutually trusting parties, the properties defined in Section 2.1 are suffi-
cient for most applications. However, once we extend coVDFs to a trustless environment, e.g., for
use in auctions (Section 1.2), we want to ensure that a malicious party can’t simply abort the pro-
tocol, leading to the loss of computation. To achieve this, we introduce two new security properties
for coVDFs: traceability and robustness.

Traceability. In order to provide incentives for good behaviour, we introduce traceability. The
property of traceability has been used in a variety of primitives and protocols such as signature
schemes and voting schemes [23, 25], and it typically involves the use of a trace algorithm, whose
goal is to allow an entity (such as an administrator) to discover some information about some or
all parties. In our context, this property is useful as it allows us to use the technique of punishable
abort [6, 20, 7], where each party first places a deposit on a blockchain, and can only reclaim it if
they act honestly.

To define traceability, we extend the definition of a coVDF to include a Trace algorithm. We
define this algorithm in such a way that the tracer discovers all parties who acted dishonestly.
The property of traceability is captured by defining the correctness and soundness of the trace
algorithm, which ensure that no honest parties are output, and all malicious parties are output,
respectively.
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Trace is run after Verify outputs No in a run of the protocol. The tracer obtains the inputs,
computation outputs and proofs of each party from Eval, and runs the Trace algorithm, which
outputs a list of dishonest parties. Trace is formally described as follows.

M ←Trace(vk, ({ci}, {xj}), {yk}, {πh}), where M ⊆ N , is a PPT algorithm which takes the
verification key vk, along with a set of inputs ({ci}, {xj}), a set of outputs {yk}, and a set of
proofs {πh}, which are each a subset of size at most n. Trace outputs a list of misbehaving parties,
corresponding to indices in M .

In Figure 4, we define the Trace Correctness Game where the trace algorithm is run on a coVDF
instance where Verify outputs No. We say the tracer wins the Trace Correctness Game if no honest
parties are output by Trace.

In Figure 5, we define the Trace Soundness Game we again run the trace algorithm on a coVDF
instance where Verify outputs No. The adversary chooses a subset M of parties to subvert, and wins
the Trace Soundness Game if for any party j ∈ M , their output is different from Eval(ek, cj , xj),
and yet j is not included in the set output by Trace.

Figure 4 Trace Correctness Game

pp
R←− Setup(λ, t, n)

Setup is ran by the initiator.

Let X,Y,Π correspond to the inputs, outputs and proofs of all n solving parties.

M ← Trace(vk, X, Y,Π)
Tracer C runs trace.

C wins the game if M ⊆ N ∧ ∀m ∈M : (ym, πm) 6= Eval(ek, cm, xm)

Definition 6 (Traceability). A collaborative VDF satisfies traceability if for any public param-
eters, and any PPT adversary A = (A0,A1), there exist negligible functions of λ such that the
following hold

1. The tracer C wins the Trace Correctness Game with probability 1−negl1(λ),

2. Adversary A cannot win the Trace Soundness Game with probability greater than negl2(λ).

Robustness. Many applications of coVDFs are time-sensitive, meaning the consequences of a
protocol abort can be significant. We introduce robustness to capture the idea of a protocol being
resistant to a fraction σ of malicious parties: if the number of dishonest parties is smaller than σn,
the protocol can still run correctly, producing a time delay of t. We define robustness by letting the
adversary control a fraction of the solvers, and causing Verify to fail on the set of honest users.

In Figure 6 we let an adversary A choose a subset of malicious parties M ⊆ N , and allow them
to run any PPT algorithm. A wins the game if set M is smaller than σn and Verify run on the
honest solvers is caused to output No.

Definition 7 (Robustness). We say a collaborative VDF V is σ-robust for some 0 < σ < 1 if
for any PPT adversary A there exists a negligible function negl such that A wins the Robustness
Game in Figure 6 with probability at most negl(λ).
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Figure 5 Trace Soundness Game

pp
R←− Setup(λ, t, n)

Setup is ran by the initiator.

M ⊆ N ← A(pp)
Adversary outputs a subset M of parties to subvert.

For j ∈M : (xj , cj)← A
Adversary outputs a personal and external input for each subverted party.

For j ∈M : (yj , πj)
R←− A(pp, cj , xj)

Adversary produces an output and proof for each subverted party.

Let X,Y,Π correspond to the inputs, outputs and proofs of all n parties.

Z ← Trace(vk, X, Y,Π)
Tracer C outputs set of cheating parties.

A wins the game if Z ⊆ N ∧ (yj , πj) 6= Eval(ek, cj , xj) ∧ j /∈ Z for any j ∈M

A scheme is robust if when the adversary corrupts a subset of the solvers, this corrupted subset
can be identified and removed, with Verify outputting Yes on the subset of honest solvers. Note that
this is distinguished from soundness, as A wins the soundness game (Figure 2) if Verify outputs Yes
when run on the set of all outputs and proofs, rather than just the honest subset.

Figure 6 Robustness Game

pp
R←− Setup(λ, t, n)

Setup is ran by the initiator.

M ⊆ N ← A(pp)
Adversary outputs a subset M of parties to corrupt.

For k ∈ H = N \M : (yk, πk)← Eval(ek, ck, xk)
The honest parties run Eval.

A wins if |M | < σn ∧
(No,aux) ← Verify (vk, {xk}k∈H , {yk}k∈H , {πk}k∈H)

We note that our security model does not prevent an adversary from honestly computing multi-
ple parts of a coVDF themselves. In doing so, however, they would expend significant effort, for no
gain. Consider this in the applications given: In the collaborative work example, they would work
on multiple parts, whereby a single part would be sufficient to provide access to some resource,
meaning they have expended additional effort for no reason. Similarly, in an auction, this approach
would mean making multiple bids, each requiring effort, where all but the largest bid is irrelevant.
If a party wishes to compute the coVDF alone, then a standard VDF should be used instead.
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We have now defined the properties of a coVDF. In the remainder of the paper we present
our two candidate constructions for coVDFs: the first is a sequential construction which satisfies
traceability but not robustness; this motivates our second, parallel construction, which is robust.

3 A sequential coVDF construction

In this section we take the VDF scheme presented by Wesolowski [38], and extend it to a coVDF.
Our construction incorporates both personal inputs from each party as well as traceability.

In the construction given by Wesolowski in [38], the prover takes as input a base element x,
performs a hashH on it, and then calculatesH(x)2

t
, where t is the delay parameter. This calculation

has to be done in a particular type of finite group, G - see [12] for a discussion on concrete groups.
The verifier then uses a public-coin succinct argument [36] to efficiently verify the output. We will
use this scheme to construct a coVDF in the following way.

Recall that H is a collision resistant hash function, let Primes(λ) be the set containing the first
22λ prime numbers, and let N be the set of n solvers. Let bin(x) be the representation of an element
x as a binary string. We define V1 = (Setup1,Eval1,Verify1) as follows.

Setup1(λ, t, n) takes security parameter λ, time delay t, and the number of solvers n and outputs
public parameters pp, which consist of a finite abelian group of unknown order G, a hash function
H mapping any string s to G, and a hash function Hprime mapping any string s to Primes(λ). The
public parameters also specify an ordering on the solvers.

The initiator randomly samples a seed c0 ∈ G, and passes it to the first solver. Each solver
runs Eval1(pp,ci, xi) on an external input ci and their personal input xi, to compute yi and πi, as
described in Figure 7. For the first solver, c0 is used as the external input. For every other solver,
ci ← yi−1 will be received from the previous solver.

Along with yi, each solver also outputs three values which enable the trace algorithm to be
non-interactive. These are zi, τi and ωi. τi and ωi each consist of a tuple of the form (gq, l), and
are used to run Wesolowski’s proof algorithm on the input xi, and its inverse zi = x−1i respectively.
These three values are only included for use in Trace, and are not used in Verify1.

To verify the output computation, the verifier runs Verify1(pp,X,Y,Π) on the set of inputs,
X, the set of outputs Y and the set of proofs Π. Solver n and the verifier run an extension of
Wesolowski’s succinct argument as described in Figure 9, and the verifier outputs either Yes or No.

Figure 7 Eval1
1: Check ci ∈ G, and abort if not.

2: Compute yi ← xi · c2
t

i .
3: Pass yi to solver i+ 1.
4: Compute the inverse of the personal input: zi ← x−1

i .

5: Compute πi ← z2
(n−i)t

i .
6: Compute τi and ωi by running the proof algorithm in Figure 8 on (ci, yi · zi) and (zi, πi) respectively.
7: Output (y∗i , π

∗
i ), where y∗i = (yi, zi), and π∗i = (πi, τi, ωi).

We define the number of steps needed to be 2nt, and split this into 2t for each of the n solvers.
During Eval1, each player i computes 2t modular exponentiations on ci, and then multiplies this
by xi. The value yi ← xic

2t
i is the output of player i, and the external input of player i + 1. This

value yi will be raised to the power of 2(n−i)t by the remaining solvers.
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Figure 8 Proof algorithm
1: Take a pair of inputs (g, h).
2: Sample a prime l← Hprime(bin(g)||bin(h)).
3: The solver finds a linear combination of h and l, such that h = ql + r, with 0 ≤ r ≤ l.
4: Output (gq, l).

Figure 9 Verify1

1: Solver n computes y ← ynπ1 · · ·πn.
2: The verifier checks c0, y ∈ G, and outputs No if not.
3: The verifier sends solver n a random prime l ∈ Primes(λ).
4: Solver n then finds a linear combination of 2nt and l, such that 2nt = ql + r, with 0 ≤ r ≤ l. τ := cq0 is then sent

to the verifier.
5: The verifier computes r from 2nt mod l. If τ ∈ G and y = τ lcr0 ∈ G, the verifier outputs Yes. If not, the verifier

outputs No.

The output of player n can be written as

c2
nt

0 xnx
2t

n−1 · · ·x2
nt

1 .

We want to cancel out all terms apart from c2
nt

0 . We require all parties to compute zi ← x−1i to
achieve this. The personal input of player i will be raised to the power of 2(n−i)t subsequent solvers.
Therefore, solver i must then raise zi to the power of 2(n−i)t. This allows us to ‘unwrap’ each of the
inputs, by cancelling the personal input out with the correct power of zi.

zi is output along with yi to enable traceability, which we describe later. Similarly, Figure 8
is run twice by each player i to compute proofs that both their output yi, and their proof πi
are correct. This is to ensure a tracer has all the information needed to run the trace algorithm
non-interactively, and the outputs τi and ωi are not used in Verify1.

In Verify1, solver n multiplies their output yn by each of the πi values to obtain y = c2
nt

0 . This
allows solver n and the verifier to run Wesolowski’s succinct argument, which runs as follows.

The verifier first checks c0 and y are in the group G. The verifier then sends solver n a prime l
taken from Primes(λ). Solver n writes 2nt as a linear combination of l, such that 2nt = ql+ r, with
r ≤ l. Solver n then computes τ ← cq0 and sends this to the verifier. The verifier checks this τ ∈ G
and computes the value r from 2nt mod l. The verifier then computes τ lcr0. If all parties have acted

honestly, this is equal to (cq0)
lcr0 = cql+r0 = c2

nt

0 = y.
Note that Verify1 can be made non-interactive using the Fiat-Shamir heuristic [8] by sampling

primes using Hprime, as in Figure 8.

Traceability. As discussed in Section 2.2, traceability allows one to remove dishonest parties
prior to restarting the protocol. This allows a punishable abort [20, 7] to be incorporated into the
scheme, providing an incentive to good behaviour.

In Eval1, each party first checks their external input is in G, and aborts the computation if it
is not. If party i triggers such an abort, we immediately know party i − 1 has acted dishonestly,
removing the need for the trace algorithm.

In the case that all parties output yi, πi ∈ G, but Verify1 outputs No, we require a Trace
algorithm. One way to obtain traceability is to run the succinct argument used in Verify1 on each
of the proofs and each of the outputs. Trace outputs all parties with an incorrect proof or output.
In order to achieve this whilst ensuring that Trace is non-interactive, we have each solver compute
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τi and ωi to allow a tracer to run the succinct argument twice on each player to ensure they acted
correctly.

We define M ←Trace1(X,Y,Π) as an algorithm run by the tracer C on the set of all inputs
(private and external), the set of all outputs and the set of all proofs, as prescribed in Figure 10.
The output is the subset of dishonest parties, M .

Figure 10 Trace1
1: Let M be an empty set.
2: for i ∈ N do
3: Compute prime l← Hprime(bin(ci)||bin(yi · zi)).
4: Compute ri from yi · zi mod l.
5: If τi ∈ G ∧ yi · zi = τ li c

ri
i ∈ G is not true, add i to M .

6: Compute prime k ← Hprime(bin(zi)||bin(πi)).
7: Compute ai from πi mod k.
8: If ωi ∈ G ∧ πi = ωk

i z
ai
i ∈ G is not true, add i to M .

9: Output M .

The tracer runs Wesolowski’s succinct argument, acting as the prover, twice for each party. On
line 4, τi is used to prove that yi was calculated correctly, and on line 6, ωi is used to prove that
πi was calculated correctly. This is done using an identical argument to that in Verify1. The primes
are reconstructed to ensure they were correctly sampled from Primes(λ).

We have presented an efficient coVDF with the traceability property. This construction allows
for applications such as collaborative work, as described in Section 1.2. In Appendix A we show
concretely how this construction can be used in such a setting. In the following section, we provide
a security analysis of this construction.

3.1 Security of V1

In the full version of this paper, we provide a detailed security analysis of our parallel coVDF
construction V1, showing it satisfies the properties of correctness, robustness, sequentiality and
uniqueness. Due to lack of space, here we instead provide a brief intuition for our results.
Correctness. On a correct run of the protocol, the personal input and proof will cancel out,
meaning the underlying verification protocol will run on c0 and c2

nt

0 , and hence output 1.
Soundness. Consider an adversary A who chooses a set of parties M to corrupt, along with inputs
cj , and xj for each j ∈M . This adversary then runs some algorithm A1 6= Eval1 for each j. To break

the soundness property, they would have to output a pair (yj , πj) such that c2
t

j (x2
n−j

j πj) = yj 6= 1G
for each j. Even if A lets xj = πj = 1, then they still have to find a solution for t sequential squarings
of cj without running the squaring algorithm. This reduces to the adaptive root assumption of the
underlying construction [38], and so has an overwhelmingly small probability of being correct.
Sequentiality. The sequentiality of this scheme directly relies upon the task of repeated squaring.
This has been a base assumption for many time-lock constructions [34, 28], and is considered a
standard assumption.
Traceability. Trace correctness holds if all parties output by Trace have not run Eval1(pp,ci, xi).
Any party who runs Eval1(pp,ci, xi) will have the correct values of τi and ωi, as well as the correct
values of zi, πi and yi. This gives us trace correctness. Meanwhile, trace soundness holds if all par-
ties j who output (y∗j , π

∗
j ) 6= Eval1(pp,ci, xi) are output by Trace. Trace runs Wesolowski’s succinct
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argument twice: once on the output yj , and once on the proof πj . As this procedure is deterministic,
any party j who outputs (y∗j , π

∗
j ) 6= Eval1(pp,ci, xi) will fail one of the succinct arguments, and so

be output by Trace.

4 A robust coVDF construction

In this section, we propose a parallel coVDF construction based on repeated hashing, which we
will see achieves 1/3-robustness, i.e., it withstands up to n/3 malicious parties whilst still running
correctly. Such a parallel scheme will be particularly useful in applications such as blind auctions,
as discussed in Section 1.2 and discussed more in detail in Appendix A.

Sequential hashes have been used in a similar scenario: in [29], Mahmoody et al. provide a proof
of sequential work based on a directed acyclic graph (DAG), in which a prover first creates a DAG,
and then hashes all edges between the nodes of the graph. This creates a tree of hashes, which can
be verified probabilistically by checking some fraction of the hashes. This construction naturally
satisfies most of the properties of a verifiable delay function, however it does not satisfy uniqueness.
This is because for a given solution, changing a single edge will provide a different output, whilst
being unlikely to be picked up by random challenges.

In this section, we look at a method of mitigating this whilst extending the scheme to multiple
parties. Rather than creating a suitable DAG prior to the hashing procedure, we instead create it
during the hashing phase at random. This is achieved by solvers randomly syncing to another party,
who then creates a hash to mark the event. This process stops once some parties have completed t
hashes, achieving the required delay.

To ensure each party generates the same graph, and to enable us to prove security notions, we
base our construction on the hashgraph consensus protocol proposed in [3].

The hashgraph consensus protocol. The Swirlds hashgraph consensus protocol [3] is an
asynchronous Byzantine Fault Tolerance consensus protocol which is proved to be fast and fair.
Here we give a brief description of the key concepts of this protocol, and in the full version of this
paper, we present the relevant definitions and results from [3] more formally. We refer the reader
to [3] for a full description and proofs of the ideas presented.

Gossip about gossip. The underlying idea of this protocol is that as often as possible each
party runs a gossip protocol2 in which they sync with another party, transmitting all the new
events (‘gossip’) they have learned from previous syncs from other parties. Using this method, all
information will spread exponentially fast through the group of parties. Each time a sync occurs,
the party receiving the sync creates a new node, also known as an event, by hashing their most
recent event concatenated with the most recent event of the party who initiated the sync. Through
repeated syncing, each party will eventually end up with a copy of the same graph, up to a certain
point in time.

Sequential hashing makes this scheme resistant to parallelisation, and the required delay is
defined by the number of hashes computed by each solver.

2 A gossip protocol is a procedure in which nodes propagate information through a group, based on the way epidemics
spread; see [18, 26].
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4.1 coVDF from repeated hashing

In this construction, parties build a graph together, populating it with events, or nodes. It is
necessary that all parties reach consensus on the ordering of nodes. This ensures that each party
has a copy of the same graph, allowing for a single output which can be efficiently verified. To achieve
a unique output, and to prove robustness, our protocol uses features from [3]. In this section we
outline the major intuitive ideas, presenting the technical details in the security analysis provided
in the full version of this paper.

We first write our coVDF as a triple of algorithms: V2 = (Setup2, Eval2, Verify2) as follows.

Setup. Setup2(λ, t, n) → pp = (H,G,m) takes a security parameter λ, time delay t, and the
number of solvers n; and outputs public parameters pp=(H,G, m), where H is a collision resistant
hash function H: {0, 1}2m → {0, 1}m, G is an empty directed acyclic graph, containing a random
ordering of the n parties dictating where each party’s events will sit on the graph, and m is used
to define the hash function and the input space, X = {0, 1}m. The output space is defined to be
a populated graph of depth at least t. Additionally, we require each personal input xi to be some
data hashed by H.

Eval. The initiator randomly samples an external input c0 ∈ {0, 1}m, and passes it to the
solvers. Each of the n solvers runs Eval2(pp, c0, xi)→ (G,H) by taking the external input c0,
providing a personal input xi, and doing as prescribed in Figure 11. The output is G, the completed
directed graph up to the point where consensus has been reached, along with H, the set of parties
who agree with the output graph G, voting Yes on Line 9 of Figure 11.

Figure 11 Eval2
1: Compute i’s first event H(xi||c0).
2: Let G be the graph output by Setup2.
3: while At least n/3 different parties have fewer than t nodes do
4: Call Sync as both sender and receiver in parallel, with different parties.

5: for j in 1 : n/3 do
6: if i = j then
7: Output graph Gj up to consensus.
8: else
9: Vote Yes if graphs Gi and Gj are consistent, and No otherwise.

10: If graph gets at least 2n/3 votes, end Eval and output this graph.

11: Abort protocol.

In the Eval2 algorithm, each party first hashes their personal input with c0, before repeatedly
running a gossip protocol (Figure 12). Each party then repeatedly syncs at random with other
parties, creating a hash to record each sync. During each sync, the syncing party, i, will tell the
receiving party, j, all events that have been gossiped to i since the last sync between i and j. This
sync is known as gossip.
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Figure 12 Sync
1: Let i be the sender, and let j be the receiver.
2: i sends j all new events since their previous sync.
3: j updates G with these new events, and creates a new event H(x||y), where x and y are the most recent events

by j and i respectively.
4: j calls divideRounds
5: j calls decideFame
6: j calls findOrder
7: Output Gj

This process will stop once at least 2n/3 parties have computed t hashes (see Line 3). Any party
who has calculated less than φt hashes will be dropped from the group prior to verification, where
φ is a parameter representing the minimum amount of work required to not be considered lazy.

Next, parties vote on which graph to output. This is achieved as follows: Party 1 outputs their
graph up to (1− ε)t nodes (this is the point at which consensus has been reached on the graph - we
go into greater detail on ε later). All parties check their copy of the graph is consistent with that of
party 1. They then vote Yes or No accordingly. If at least 2n/3 votes are Yes, this graph is output.
If not, party 2 outputs their graph and repeats the process. This can be repeated up to n/3 times.
If no graph receives enough votes by this point, the protocol is aborted.

Note that the last three lines of Figure 12 are commands to run three new procedures, all of
which can be found in the full version of this paper, as well as in [3]. These procedures are necessary
to provide uniqueness and robustness, but not to provide an intuition of the scheme. In short, these
three algorithms ensure that all parties have the same ordering on all events, by splitting the graph
up into epochs, and marking the first node in each epoch as a witness. Witnesses which are quickly
gossiped to more than 2n/3 of parties are then called famous. divideRounds is used to determine
the round of events in the previous round, decideFame is used to determine whether a witnesses in
previous rounds are famous, findOrder is used to provide consensus on the ordering of events. The
notions of a node being a witness, famous and having a round number are expanded on in the full
version of this paper, as well as in [3].

We now provide an example to illustrate how the graph is built using Eval2, before moving on
to Verify2 and the security analysis.

Each node is calculated from the hash of two previous nodes; the most recent node by the
receiver of the sync, concatenated with the most recent node of the initiator of the sync. We refer
to these two nodes as the parents of the new node. We will use the notation k||l to refer to the
hashing of node k concatenated with node l. In Figure 13, the two ingoing arrows to each node
represent the parents.

In Figure 13, we show the start of a graph with n = 4 being populated. Each party’s first event,
{1, 2, 3, 4}, is the result of hashing xi||c0. After this, each party repeatedly syncs with other parties,
and the receiving party creates a new node each time. For example node 5 is created by hashing
1||2, and node 8 is created by hashing 3||6.

We give an example of the next sync to occur after Figure 13, leading to a new event (which
would be node 14) being added to the graph: solver 1 (Blue) syncs with solver 2 (Green). We see
that Blue knows every event, as each party’s most recent event has been gossipped via 9 → 10 →
12→ 13.
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Figure 13 Example
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In the most recent sync between Blue and Green, Green had events {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} in their graph.
Therefore Blue sends the hash labels and corresponding parents for nodes {7, · · · , 13}. Green now
updates their graph and adds the new node 14 by hashing 9||13.

Now, if Red were to sync with Green, Red would also send events {4, 7, 10, 12} as these are
the events Red has learned since their previous sync with Green (which resulted in the creation of
node 9). Green would check that these were consistent with those currently in their graph, and add
event 15 by hashing 14||12.

Verify. The verify algorithm Verify2(H, c0,G,H)→ {Yes, No} takes the hash function H, the
external input c0 and the graph G, along with the subset H who voted Yes on the graph.

Figure 14 Verify2
1: On graph G, choose k(t) nodes created by each party in H. These are the challenge nodes.
2: for All challenge nodes do
3: Hash the two parents of each node together and compare with the node. If they are different, remove the node

creator from H.
4: if #H > 2n/3 then
5: Output Yes.
6: else
7: Output No.

The verifier then checks k(t) = ω(λ) log t hashes at random for each player, where ω(λ) is an
increasing function which ensures the probability of any malicious party remaining inH is negligible
with respect to the security parameter. Any party found to have incorrectly computed a hash will
be removed from H. If the number of parties remaining in H is greater than 2n/3 after all checks
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are completed, the verifier outputs Yes.

Efficiency remarks. This construction is based upon a fast, fair consensus protocol which makes
very efficient use of bandwidth.

Setup2 simply provides an ordering of the parties, as well as specifying a cryptographic hash
function, and the size of inputs. This requires little computational overhead.

Eval2 repeatedly calls a subroutine Sync (Figure 12), which involves one party i sending j the
set of new events i learned since their precious sync.

Importantly, sync is run in parallel, meaning all parties can act as both the receiver and the
sender simultaneously. As soon as party j has completed the hash, and added the new events from
the sync, they can receive another sync whilst running the procedures divideRounds, decideFame
and findOrder. This ensures each party is continuously hashing new events.

In [3] it is shown that the gossip protocol is very efficient in terms of bandwidth: each member
will receive each transaction once, and also send each transaction on average once. The hashes for
gossiped events don’t have to be sent during the sync - it is sufficient to send the identity of the
creator of the event, and the event number of its other parent, which can be stored in a single array.

V2 is a realistic construction, with the potential to be used in practice. However, it should be
noted that the verification time grows linearly in the number of parties, making this less suited to
large values of n.

4.2 Security of V2

In the full version of this paper, we provide a detailed security analysis of our parallel coVDF
construction V2, showing it satisfies the properties of correctness, robustness, sequentiality and
uniqueness. Due to lack of space, here we provide a brief intuition.

Correctness. If all parties run the Eval2 algorithm, then they will construct a graph with a
minimum depth of t, and all nodes will have been hashed correctly. Hence all checks will be correct,
and Verify2 will output Yes.

Robustness. For robustness to hold we require that provided at least 2n/3 parties act honestly,
the computation should be accepted by the verifier, regardless of the behaviour of the remaining
parties. We analyse the possible behaviour of malicious parties, which include lack of participation,
faking hash values, and dishonest gossiping. We utilise results from Baird [3] to show that in each
case, we still get consistency under an honest majority of 2/3.

Sequentiality. The sequentiality of this construction is based upon sequential hashing, which
has been used previously as a proof of sequential work [29]. The sequentiality of V2 follows directly
from the assumption that iterated hashing is resistant to parallelisation.

Uniqueness We show that assuming that we have a 2/3 honest majority of parties, then an
output graph cannot be mangled into another such graph. This is due to the graph relying directly
on the set of personal inputs, which due to the collision resistance of the hash function cannot be
recovered.

5 Concluding remarks

In this work we introduced the idea of collaborative VDFs, extending the definitions of the single
party case. We formalized the primitive and its security properties, and we categorised coVDFs
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as either sequential or parallel. We additionally defined the new properties of traceability and
robustness to address the behaviour of dishonest solvers in the multi-party setting.

An approach to achieving a sequential construction is to take an existing VDF scheme and
splitting the work into n parts, where each solver computes one such part before passing the work
on to the next solver. We proved this is possible by giving a concrete extension of Wesolowski’s
VDF [38], additionally providing traceability. We then proposed a candidate parallel construction
in which all parties build a graph together, using gossip and sequential hashing. These constructions
show the flexibility of this primitive, and allow the use of coVDFs in a variety of applications.
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A Examples

We provide two concrete examples illustrating how to use each of our proposed coVDF constructions
in the applications discussed in Section 1.2.

A.1 Collaborative Work

We consider a scenario where a group of n mutually distrusting parties wish to access a private
resource owned by a company. In return for this access, the company asks the group to compute a
coVDF in order to implement a randomness beacon.

The company wishes to ensure that only parties who contributed gain access, and parties all
want to contribute the same amount of effort, whilst keeping their identity hidden from other
parties. We assume that each party has a private communication channel with the company, and
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that each party deposits some funds on a blockchain, under the condition that this is returned only
if they carry out the protocol honestly.

Let the required length of evaluation be nt, and let each party have some personal input xi ∈ G,
obtained by hashing their public identifier. By setting these hashes as the personal inputs, we show
how this group can together compute such a coVDF.

The company runs Setup1(λ, t, n) → pp = (G, H,Hprime), taking as input a chosen security
parameter λ and time delay t, and the number of parties n. The outputs are the public parameters,
which consist of a group G, as well as hash functions H and Hprime, as described in Section 3. The
company then chooses some ordering on the parties, and provides the starting party with a seed
c0, sampled at random from G.

Parties run Eval1 in turns, as described in Section 3, using their hashed identifiers xi as personal
inputs. The first party will use c0 as their external input, and subsequent parties will use the output
of the previous party, ci = yi−1. Then the final party and the company run Verify1, which will output
Yes or No.

If Verify outputs Yes, we can use Trace to allow parties to each privately reveal their identity
to the company. This is done by running lines 6 to 8 of Trace on each party, to verify that xi, was
indeed the personal input of i, and then the party reveals their public identifier. After checking that
this identifier hashes to xi, The company will then give i access to the resource, and each party
will receive their deposit back.

If Verify outputs No, Trace is ran by the company, and honest parties are refunded their deposit.
The remaining funds can be split between the authority and honest parties.

A.2 Decentralised Blind Auctions

In our second example, we show how to instantiate a fair, decentralised blind auction using a parallel
coVDF. Consider a seller who wishes to auction off some goods in a decentralised fashion, to avoid
the fees associated with an auction house. Suppose this seller requires interested parties to show
legitimate interest with a proof of effort (i.e. a delay of time t ), to avoid fake bids. We allow the n
interested parties place bids in this auction, as discussed in Section 1.2.

We can achieve this by using our proposed parallel coVDF, V2. Parties all hash their bids
concatenated with some randomness at the same time, and each compute t steps of iterated com-
putation, serving as the proof of effort. This proceeds as follows:

Once the seller has advertised this auction and is ready to accept bids, they will run Setup2 on
the number of interested parties n. This means that when all parties bid, they have full transparency
of the number of parties involved in this auction, providing a fair setting.

Setup2(λ, t, n) → pp = (H,G,m) takes a security parameter λ, time delay t, and the number
of solvers n; and outputs public parameters pp=(H,G, m), which give the parties the necessary
details to produce a hashgraph. Parties can now hash their bid using H to obtain their personal
input xi. The seller then randomly samples an element c0 ∈ G as the external input allowing parties
to use this c0 and their personal inputs xi to run Eval2, together producing a graph of depth t.

We have now successfully instantiated an auction, and we can use standard techniques from
secure multi party computation to calculate the highest bid, whilst keeping all others private. An
example of this is Borealis [10], which is an efficient, low interaction protocol for secure computation
of rank among integers.
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